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ABSTRACT
For conventional software development, generic software engineering lifecycle model has proven to be very important. Though, with the evolution of Web-based applications and internet, conventional software engineering models have limited support for developing Web-based applications. In recent years Web-based applications have become more complex and new technologies are emerging at a rapid pace. Therefore, the conventional software engineering lifecycle models need to be reformed in such a way that handling the change requirements and complexity of Web-based development becomes convenient for conventional developers. However, there is a lack of any generic process model available for Web-based applications. The paper identifies and analyzes various aspects of conventional and Web-based development and proposes a lifecycle model, which incorporates the aspects of agile and plan-driven development to develop a Web-based application successfully.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The approach to software development plays a significant role in deciding the quality of software being delivered. The prime objective of software development industry is to deliver high-quality software. Non-planned and non-systematic approach to software development, if applied for complex software requirements, will certainly result in the development of low-quality and high-cost software products. This leads software professionals and practitioners to develop and deploy various software development lifecycles that can be successfully applied to various projects. With the advancement of time, the World Wide Web (WWW) has become the prevailing platform for universally accessible information and applications of any kind and here is where the web-based applications are coming into play.

Web-based applications are becoming so prevalent that every single day people would not go without using them. The applications range from simple to extensive, resulting in huge amount of revenue generation. Therefor in immense pressure development of applications are becoming a challenging task [1]. Although the development of Web-based applications made many improvements, there is still a lack of an established software engineering methodology for constructing Web-based applications [2].

Web-based applications differ from other applications due to its high reliability, high usability, more secured, incorporate advanced technologies, takes a shorter time to market, have a shorter product life cycles and require continuous maintenance [3]. Various software process frameworks for web application development have been introduced, but they require a lot of resources such as developers, tools and equipment, Quality Assurance (QA) team and so on [4]. In Web-based application development, a high percentage of small software companies have been involved with approximately 10 to 50 employees working on a project [5]. The problems faced by these organizations are limited resource, limited skilled developers, lack of well-defined development methods and limited adopted quality management. Also, small software companies cannot afford the cost and risks of applying a rigorous software development process with limited development and management resources. Over the past five years, many software engineers have become concerned about the way Web-based applications are being developed [6] [7]. The concerns is some what related to poor suitability of traditional software engineering approaches and techniques to the development of Web-based systems.

Many conventional development methods have been proposed for constructing web applications such as, waterfall and spiral. However, these development methods are not adequate for developing web applications in small software firms [8] [9]. Consequently, agile development methods have been proposed to manage the problems that arise in conventional development approaches [10] [11]. The most popular agile methods used for software development for small teams and projects are Extreme Programming (XP) and Scrum [12]. However, the existing agile development methods have some limitations. These methods are found to be lacking in applying the important development practices as well as applying measurement practices during the development process [13] [14].

As most of the critical applications are migrating to the Web, the conventional approach has become increasingly infeasible for the development of Web-based applications. The current approach often fails or is facing the possibility of major failures due to the strong temptations to just “build it now and fix it later” to meet the deadline [15]. Existing literature shows that the main causes of Web-based applications development failures are unorganised development processes, flawed designs and poor management of development efforts [16]. In the absence of a systematic model for Web-based application development, the developers and organizations may face
serious problems in their successful implementation and maintenance. [17].

Through the literature it has become clear that a systematic development process needs to be followed for robust Web-based applications development. Also, the construction and evolution of Web-based applications require support similar to conventional software applications through a well-defined lifecycle process models. Therefore, there is a requirement for disciplined approaches and new methods, in order to avoid a possible Web crisis and achieve success in development and applications of complex and extensive Web-based systems [8].

This paper focus on conventional software development processes and how can the phases of various methodologies be put together to facilitate small software industries develop a quality Web-based applications. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 analyze various conventional software development methodologies focusing on traditional and modern development methodologies. Section 3 evaluates the use of conventional development methodologies for Web-based applications. Based on the literature, analysis and requirements for an effective approach, section 4 proposes a lifecycle model for effective Web-based application development. The uniqueness of the model is incorporation of agile and plan-driven approach, and how effectively it suits the development process. Section 5 discusses the proposed model with an example and conclusion of the paper is presented in section 6.

2. EXISTING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES

A software process model is a conceptual representation of a process [18] [19]. It presents a description of a process from some particular viewpoint. Correct and formal descriptions of software lifecycle activities can be developed using such models. Software project utilizes a process to facilitate execution of the engineering tasks and develop a product that satisfies the user requirements. As conventional software systems become big and complex, a number of development lifecycle models have been created to manage the process [20].

Waterfall model is the most influential and commonly used process model, in which the sequential execution of various phases of requirements specification, design, implementation, verification, and maintenance are performed. The Waterfall model has some well-known limitations as it assumes, the requirements are stable and well-known at the start of the project. Also, each phase relies on the preceding phase that needs to be completed before moving on. As requirements change are inevitable, with frequently changing requirements the approach results to inflexibility [21].

Bohem’s model known as spiral model overcomes the limitations of the waterfall model [22]. Spiral model have four phases: Planning, Evaluation, Risk Analysis, and Engineering. These four phases are iteratively followed in sequence. However, the limitation of the spiral model is that, highly skilled people are required and process is more time-consuming and expensive [19] [22]. The spiral model is based on evolutionary development. At first features with highest priority are defined and implemented, and then feedback from users is monitored. As the system evolves features with lower priorities are defined and implemented [23].

Agile approach effectively deals with changing requirements, which is difficult to manage in waterfall model. In Agile approach development activities are carried out in small phases, based on collaboration, adaptive planning, early delivery, continuous improvement, regular customer feedback, frequent redesign resulting in development of software increments being delivered in successive iterations in response to the ever-changing customer requirements [24]. Agile methodologies are increasingly being adopted by companies worldwide to meet increased software complexity and evolving user demands. The Agile software development embodies several methodologies including Extreme Programming, Scrum, Kanban, Lean, FDD (Feature-Driven Development), Crystal, DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method). However, agile is quite often used by small software developing teams, the required intensive customer involvement is difficult to achieve in practice for Web projects in small companies.

3. EVALUATING EXISTING METHODOLOGIES FOR WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS

Web-based applications are not just web pages. Several researchers have attempted to define Web-based applications. Ceri et al. defined Web-based applications as “complex systems, based on a variety of hardware and software components, protocols, languages, interfaces, and standards” [25]. Conallen defined Web-based applications as “a Web system (Web server, network, HTTP, browser) in which the user input (navigation and data input) affects the state of the business” [26]. Gellersen and Gaedcke defined Web-based applications as any software application that depends on the Web for its correct execution [27]. Koch and Kraus defined Web-based applications as “Web information systems that tend to be used to integrate and streamline business processes across organisations (customers, agents, suppliers, others) and geographical borders” [28]. As the scope and complexity of current Web-based applications vary widely, it is difficult to come to a standard definition of Web-based applications.

A Web-based application is invoked by a client (mostly by the Web browser) over the Internet, Intranet or Extranet. A Web-based application allows the information processing functions to be initiated remotely from a client (browser) and executed partly on a Web server, application server and/or database server [29]. These applications are specifically designed to be executed in a Web-based environment. Web applications are more complicated as compared to simple static Websites and provide a new way to deploy software applications to the end users. Web-based applications are based on a combination between art and technology [30]. Also, Web applications are interactive software which have complex Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and where numbers of back-end software components are integrated. These applications have revolutionized the business arena and have provided new opportunities to businesses and to the end users. The characteristics of Web-based applications can be broadly considered into following issues as shown in Table 1. Certain issues have been identified where Web-based applications differ from conventional software applications. For example, one characteristics of Web-based application is network intensive and it belongs to architectural issue of the software development. Network intensive implies that since Web applications are delivered to a diverse community of users, the applications is deployed on network architecture.
Table 1. Classification of Web-based applications characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Network intensive, Content Driven, Distributed, Static and Dynamic, Hypermedia, Multiplatform Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Content Driven, Autonomous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Concurrency, Availability, Time-to-Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Concurrency, Compatibility, Usability, Interoperability, Heterogeneity, Credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Session Management, Credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Continuous Evolution, Short Development Schedule, Modularity, Maintainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>Appealing Appearance, Graphic User Interface, Internationalization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on their functionality Web-based applications can be grouped into various categories, and a given application could fall under more than one category.

1. **Informational**: information is provided to the end users through different and simple navigations and links.
2. **Interactive**: provide mutual interaction and communication among various users.
3. **Transactional**: users can request or place orders to obtain goods or services
4. **Form-based**: users can submit their data or queries to the organization and extract required information.
5. **Web Services**: it allows the user to create an interoperable distributed applications.
6. **Online marketplaces**: user can view various goods, can compare and purchase accordingly.
7. **Web Portals**: provides facilities to the users to other content of the web or services which are not part of the application.

Presently, Web-based applications have become much more complicated and extensive. The evolution of hand held communication and computing gadgets have come up with new challenges for developers and organizations. It is argued that mobile web-enabled services place unprecedented strains on the server infrastructure of the content provider and proposed resource management strategies to reduce the response time [31].

### 3.1 Web-based and other Applications

There is a growing body of research that is attempting to understand the differences between Web-based systems and conventional software systems [32]. Conventional applications consist only of 1 to 3 tier architecture, which resides on the clients machines, but Web-based applications resides on an n-tiered architecture. The Web-based applications are different from the conventional software in many ways. In general, a differentiation is made between the unique characteristics of Internet-enabled systems that are technical and organizational.

#### 3.1.1 Technical Differences

The technical differences between Web-based applications and conventional software systems are obvious. It relates to the specific technologies that are used and how these impact on the structure of the application. The major of these are as follows: [33]

- **Use of specific technologies**: In Web-based applications, the link of business architecture and technical design is much bonded and information architecture is more complex than for conventional software systems.
- **Architecture**: Web-based applications have modularized architecture. Web applications are based on numerous Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components which are integrated with each other. Unlike conventional software where client and server have predefined characteristics and are static, Web-based applications the contents are generated dynamically.
- **Evolution of technologies**: The technologies of Web applications is evolving rapidly, the understanding of these new technologies is very crucial and restricted for developers who increase the project risks.
- **Compatibility and interoperability**: Web-based applications are often affected by some challenging factors that are the major sources for interoperability and compatibility issues. The servers might have various operating systems and the client might have different browsers. This bring challenges to developer of Web-based applications.
- **Content Management**: Content of Web applications are very crucial therefore, effective information design and suitable content management is important in these applications.
- **User Interface**: For conventional software application, users make an investment, buy it and install it on his/her machine and learn to use it. On the other hand, in Web-based applications user can switch from one Website to another competitor’s Website with minimum effort.
- **Maintenance**: Web-based applications require frequent maintenance requirements than conventional applications.

#### 3.1.2 Organizational Differences

With technical differences, there are also numbers of important organizational characteristics which are different in Web applications. The organizational point of view relates to the ways in which organizations make use of these systems. These important differences are as follows: [33].

- **Vision Driven**: Web-based applications are produced by a vision of the customer instead of need driven conventional applications.
- **Use of Design Tools**: In Web-based applications the business requirements of clients are changed swiftly therefore more effective design tools are required in these applications.
- **Product Delivery**: Mostly Web-based projects have a very short delivery schedule as compared to other conventional software projects.
- **Aesthetic Management**: In Web-based applications there is a continuous process of content updating and other interface changes and editorial changes.
Apart from technical and organizational differences, the comparison can also be performed with respect to development teams, requirements, contents, users, stakeholders, database integrity, level of abstraction and so on.

- **Multi-disciplinary development team**: Web-based applications require the collaboration of larger teams of people with diverse expertise compared to conventional software applications.

- **Diverse requirements**: Apart from the functional and non-functional requirements in the conventional software applications, navigational, content, personalization, structuring, access, aesthetic, marketing, database design, network security, and network performance requirements are also needed to be considered in the Web-based applications.

- **Substantial content**: Web-based applications contain text, audio, images and multimedia, so it is important to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of managing content presentation.

- **Technology visibility**: Due to the distributed nature of Web-based applications link between the business architecture and the technical design of the system may be much bonded than for conventional software applications, and errors and downtime in Web-based applications are often not tolerated.

- **Diverse users**: Web-based applications are used by many users with various background and experience across the internet.

- **Multiple stakeholders**: Unlike conventional software applications, a diverse range of users, people who maintain web systems, the organization using web systems, and system developers are involved.

- **Short development cycle**: Because of the dynamic business environment, fast changing Web technologies and users/customer’s requirements, Web application projects usually have shorter development cycles required than conventional software applications.

Web-based application development is neither a clone nor a subset of software engineering, although both involve programming and software development. While Web-based applications use software engineering principles, it encompasses new approaches, methodologies, tools, techniques, and guidelines to meet the unique requirements of Web-based applications. The difference between Web-based applications and Traditional software applications can be summarized as shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. Difference between Traditional and Web-based applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional software</th>
<th>Web-based applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3.4 Need for a lifecycle model for development of Web-based applications

There have been numerous attempts to identify the important success factors and to use engineering approaches to building process models to address specific concerns [34]. The implementation model that the Web is based on makes it difficult to apply existing process models to the development and evolution of Web-based applications [17]. As identified in above section, there is significant evidence that Web-based applications development has particular characteristics that differentiate them from traditional software application development.

Waterfall is a more sequential approach to development. Upfront planning is required to ensure requirements and project details are managed properly and no major requirements arise in between development. This results in clear project understanding among developers and customers. On efficient requirement management, project can be launched faster and project budgets can be estimated more accurately. However, when dealing with a business that continually evolves and requirements frequently change, the waterfall approach can lead to scope creep, budget overruns, or a project launch that doesn’t meet client’s requirements. Re-executing a waterfall process iteratively will eventually result in wastage of resources and cost over-run.

Agile methodology, on the other hand, enable team and customer coordination, produce products in smaller delivery sets. In Scrum, delivery sets are the prioritized feature/task list produced in a sprint. Scrum Master ensure the team coordination and collaboration. Daily standup meeting are small duration meeting for status check to identify the status of the developers and resolving the problems faced in previous days development. Sprint is the phase where actual development occur. When dealing with a dynamic business, where evolution is continuous and requirements may change in between development, the agile process can create a never ending loop. The final product can often differ from what was originally planned resulting in overrun budget expectations.
Also, developing any Web-based application completely through agile principles and practices can result in a delicate architecture and poor documentation, which makes the ongoing evolution of the system difficult.

It is said that Web-based application development is not a perfect “clone” of software engineering, but it borrowed many software engineering’s fundamental concepts and principles, emphasizing the same technical and management activities [35]. Therefore, this paper considers that a lifecycle model approach to Web-based application development can be proposed incorporating various aspects of agile and plan-driven approach to meet various unique characteristics of Web-based applications.

4. PROPOSED LIFECYCLE MODEL FOR WEB-BASED APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT

Ensuring a systematic yet flexible lifecycle model to be used in small software industries, the proposed lifecycle model is based on various software engineering fundamentals. Here the development teams are encouraged to adapt and improve their working practices iteratively and in a sequential manner, where tasks are preceded by the completion of previous tasks.

Figure 1 presents a lifecycle model, which incorporates agile and plan-driven approach. The lifecycle model contains various phases such as requirement processes, architecture envisioning, prototyping, feature driven development, Scrum processes, XP practices and repository management. In the model, some phases are performed iteratively to gain the desired outcome while the flow of the phases are sequential in nature. These phases are further defined in the subsequent subsections.

4.1. Requirement Process

The set of activities of the requirement process in Figure 1 include initial vision, information and requirements gathering and business analysis. At this stage, the project manager understands the vision of the customer. Basically it is the first broad aspect of the customer’s need. After understanding the initial vision of the customer, the project manager proceeds for requirement and information gathering. The information to be collected from the customer can be based on some questionnaire, interviews, business case, and so on. The requirements can be based on functionality, performance and usability, so that the development and final product environment can be created. This facilitates the manager to create a picture of the product and establish a goal. Once the requirements are collected, business analysis is performed. This phase considers how to compromise on functionality and performance to meet the deadline with the limited resources available in the organization, decides the flow of phases for a project and produces a detailed plan for each phase.

4.2 Architecture Envisioning

Being a part of agile modelling, with architectural envisioning the team perform some high-level architectural modelling early in the project to help foster agreement regarding the technical strategy within the team and with critical stakeholders. The goal is to identify an architectural strategy and not to create a heavy documentation, enabling you to do this speedily. Architectural envisioning in an agile manner offers several benefits such as improved productivity, reduce technical risk, reduced development time, improved team
communication and improved team organization (agilemodelling.com).

4.3 Prototype Development and Acceptance
Based on the user requirements and architecture envisioning, the team is able to create a prototype of the system. As we are dealing with Web-based application development, the prototype can be more focused on broad view of the entire system. Focus is more on user interaction than low-level system functionality, such as database access. Benefits of creating a prototype are, the software designer and developer can get valuable feedback from the users early in the project. The customer and stakeholders can visualize the prototype if it is able to meet the requirements. It also allows the software engineer some insight into the accuracy of initial project estimates and whether the deadlines and milestones proposed can be successfully met.

4.4 Resource Procurement and Contract Negotiation
The resources needed to deliver a product include people, machinery, materials, technology, property and anything else required to deliver the work. Resources may be obtained internally from the host organization or procured from external sources. The project manager must identify the resources required to deliver the work, as part of planning, and determine when the resources will be required, through scheduling. The acquisition of external resources will normally be through a procurement process that involves provider selection. This results in a contract for the provision of goods and services. Once a contract is in place, the relationship between the organization and the provider needs to be managed to ensure that the work proceeds according to plan. While the acquisition of internal resources may term to a service-level agreement and can be negotiated with the customer.

4.5 Feature Driven Development (FDD)
In the proposed lifecycle model, the next three phase after prototype development and acceptance are derived from FDD. The phases are built a feature list, plan by feature and design by feature. FDD stresses in creating shorter iterations of functionality, with each functionality catering to certain features on the website. In FDD, the software designing and modelling is given due importance along with tracking and report options as well, making it quite ideal for deployment in corporate websites. It gives more importance to the basic aspects of development, that when neglected, pose great problems as the development process progresses. It is a comprehension of many organizational best practice methodologies used. The short description of the phases derived from FDD are

- Build a Features List: an initial project-wide activity to identify all the features to support the requirements.
- Plan by Feature: an initial project-wide activity to produce the development plan.
- Design by Feature: a per-feature activity to produce the feature design package.

4.6 SCRUM
After the design by feature phase, all the features of the Web-based applications to be developed in a sprint are collected as sprint backlog, from where the development process follows Scrum methodology. In the proposed lifecycle model, the sprint backlog, sprint based construction and product increment are derived from Scrum methodology. Scrum is a simple low overhead process for managing and tracking software development. Scrum has a very clear project management emphasis. Scrum is predicated on the concept that software development is not a clearly defined process, but a series of phases with complex input/output transformations. The Scrum process begins with the creation of the Product Backlog comprising the prioritized product features required by the customer. The next phase of Scrum centres upon a series of 30 day Scrum Sprints. During each Sprint, the Scrum team will complete a working set of features that have been selected (during a Scrum pre-Sprint planning session) from the overall Product Backlog. Short (e.g. 15 minute) meetings are held by the Scrum team on each day of the Scrum Sprint. Each daily meeting allows the team to monitor project status and discuss problems and issues. The conclusion of each 30 day Sprint involves the software demonstration of the product features that have been completed during that Sprint [37].

4.7 Evolution Process
Evolution processes include deployment, maintenance, and enhancements. In deployment, after being tested and evaluated, the Web-based application is deployed on the live server and then customers would be able to use the developed systems. Maintenance is to describe activities that address demands at code or near-code levels, which is applied for less complicated work due to the limited time and management control, i.e., to enable software to be fixed quickly so that the software can provide better services. Maintenance comprises of lightweight iterative processes based on user/customer’s demands and may go many times but will not fundamentally change the Web-based application [36]. If new ideas or enhancements arise during the development cycle, it is first sent to wait state basket. The concept of wait state basket is any changes approaching while development is first evaluated for its necessity. Unless the new idea or enhancements are felt to be very important for the initial launch of the web application, they reside in the basket and may be managed after the final deployment. As the goal is to get launcheable product deployed as quickly as possible to get revenue generation activities initiated.

5. DISCUSSION
The focus of the paper is to examine an insight of traditional software development processes and how can the phases of various methodologies be positioned together to facilitate small software industries develop a quality Web-based applications. As the approach is conceptual, a software development case study should help in explaining the model.

The proposed model provides a systematic approach to help in understanding and guiding Web-based applications development incorporating agile and plan-driven methods. The model identifies a set of requirement engineering, planning, designing, development and release, along with evolution, knowledge repository and maintenance. This study identifies mix and match approach as an essential mechanism to address challenges faced in project development and develops a model that describes the way to develop a Web-based applications. Practitioners can use the model as shown in Figure 1, to guide their development efforts.

The unique characteristic of the proposed model is the ability to harness various features of agile and plan-driven models to satisfy the required development process of Web-based development. As Web-based application development is different from conventional software development, it requires mix and match type of approach which can fully satisfy the
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development needs. The proposed model contains sequential approach of plan-driven, where the succeeding phase will start after the current phase is completed. The model also uses approaches of agile methodologies. Parts of FDD assists in completing analysis and designing, whereas, for actual development, the concept of SCRUM with some practices of XP is used. The components of the model can easily be explained through an example.

5.1 Requirement Engineering Process

For instance, there is a customer with an initial vision of creating an online solution for property rental business approaches a software development organization. The team collects an initial requirement of the customer and can be detailed through a case study of a similar kind. The requirements identified can be as follows.

The customer wants a system where the users can find a property to buy or rent. Enable registered users to locate agents who have properties to rent or sell. Agents can upload details of the property. The customer wants complete admin control of the system. Search facility should be available to users with detailed search based on various criteria. The application should have a live chat support for users and agents.

Business analysis of the requirements is performed, which identifies the project as a client-server based, informational and transactional. Architecture envisioning succeeds the business analysis phase, with the aim to create a structure of the application and an architectural model based on the category of the application. The team now quickly works on the prototype of the application which enriches the customer with its look and feel. The presentation implies the template, layout, and the structure of the forms or web pages visible to the user. The prototype is enhanced or modified until accepted by the customer. Simultaneously, another team can work out on resource procurement and contract negotiation phase. Resource procurement can be the amount of server space required, domain registration, technical issues for hosting web application and so on. It is important that resource procurement and contract negotiation can be performed only after architecture envisioning and prototyping phases are finalized. The next phase in requirement engineering is built a feature list. This phase is derived from FDD, a methodology from agile family. The team and the customer work collaboratively to finalize the features to be developed in the application. The feature list for the above-identified requirements can be as follows.

- Develop a website with two types of users: Users – who need the property for rent or to purchase; Agent – who had various property for sale or rent.
- The website will allow agents to add a property with details pertaining to the property.
- An administrative section provided on the website will allow the customer to exercise total control over the various modules on the site.
- An advance search functionality will be included on the website which allows users to search for apartments based on city, state, apartment home features along with other policies.
- A live chat interface is another feature that will be added to allow registered users to ask for help or advice if needed. Defining access controls on each web page to allow only authorized registered users to access the listings.

5.2 Planning Process

In this phase, the team and the customer plan the order that the features are to be implemented, based on feature dependencies, load across the development team, and the complexity of the features to be implemented. A typical scenario is to consider the development sequence, the assignment of feature sets to the development team. The planning team estimates the duration, dependencies between features and resources required for the features to be completed. The team also keep in mind the planning of risk management and monitoring of the development. The team and the customer can prioritize the features based on the risk and can bring the high-risk complex features first. Monitoring can be performed by establishing external milestone such as betas, previews, feedback checkpoints and so on. The planning is a team activity. Therefore self-assessment is achieved by the active participation of the team and the customer, who use the knowledge they gained from architecture envisioning and prototyping to help make better-informed decisions.

5.3 Designing Process

Designing phase comprises a per-feature activity to produce the features design package. The team develops the detailed sequence diagrams required for each feature being designed. The team writes up and records any alternative designs, design decisions, assumptions, requirements clarifications, and notes in the design alternatives or notes section of the design package. The developers refine the model to add additional classes, operations, and attributes based on the sequence diagrams defined for the features. The team conducts a design inspection. On acceptance, a to-do list is created, and each team member adds their tasks to their to-do list.

At modelling phase, analysis modelling and design model are also required. Analysis activities help in designing to understand the detailed requirements that will satisfy customer needs. Analysis model includes analysis of content, interaction, function, and configuration. The content analysis identifies the full range of content to be provided by the Web-based application, which includes text, graphics and images, and video and audio data. Interaction analysis describes the manner in which the user will interact with the application. The functional analysis defines the operations that will be applied to the content and describes other processing functions that are independent of content but necessary to the end user. Configuration analysis describes the environment and infrastructure in which the application is deployed. Aesthetic and navigation design are missing in the conventional software engineering process model. But, these are necessarily required for design model, as aesthetic design describes the look and feel of the application. A good appealing and attractive design of the application generates appropriate responses from users. It includes colors, layout, text size, font and placement, and so on. Navigation design represents the navigational flow between content and for all applications functions. Apart from conventional software navigation, in Web-based application navigating from one webpage or form to another and back again can result in confusion, if not designed effectively. Rest items of design model shown in the proposed model are an integral part of the project designing.

5.4 Development Process

On successful completion of the application designing and prioritizing the features list, the team can proceed with application development. The development process in the proposed model is derived from well-known agile
methodologies called SCRUM and XP. The development phases are taken from SCRUM as sprint backlog and SCRUM based construction. The prioritized features list build in designing becomes sprint backlog or the features assigned to the sprint. Here the team can choose from the backlog and choose the features to be developed in the sprint. The development is carried out in the sprint, which last for two to four weeks. Throughout the development, various activities are performed like coding, integration, testing, content management and refactoring. Web-based application development is more innovative in comparison to conventional software development, as developers need to keep in mind various elements of the designing process. For instance, in static web page development, a lone team member may create a module, but if the application module is more based on aesthetic and navigation model, the developers can follow the pair-programming method. Therefore, incorporating XP based practice as per the requirement of the development. The product constructed in the development process has to undergo various testing, of which integration and system testing plays an important role before the product is finally released to the market.

5.5 Release and Evolution Process
Once the product is constructed, it is released and deployed where the users can actually use the application. One of the reasons for the popularity of Web-based applications among developers is the ability to release a version without having to distribute and install the new version on client computers. The browser acts as a universal client, and the application exists only in one copy on the server. Following the deployment of the system, maintenance starts and it involves the modification of the system based on client’s demands and feedback so as to correct defects and upgrade the system, which involves making small changes instead of major changes to the application. The major change or a new idea to be added to the application are kept in a wait state basket. From this basket, the team may start working on the idea as soon as the minor changes and modifications are complete. The team have to again start the lifecycle model till the ideas are finally deployed.

6. CONCLUSION
Presently, the automation of business organizations is majorly based on Web-based development. On the analysis of existing software development methodologies and literature review, it is observed that existing software development methods have limitation in developing Web-based applications. As Web-based applications are more evolutionary, changes to the application occur very frequently. Waterfall model being sequential in nature is unable to manage frequent changes. Spiral model on the other hand requires highly skilled developers and is time consuming. While, agile methods are capable to manage frequent change but developing a Web-based application through agile principles and practices can result in indefinite iterations. Further, the paper identifies technical and organizational differences between conventional and Web-based development. There exist several Web-based applications such as yahoo.com, facebook.com, amazon.com, rediff.com and so on. Such Web-based applications need strategic development for the effective execution of business and organization. In this paper we have analyzed existing and Web-based application development and proposed a lifecycle model for the development of Web-based applications. Although the proposed lifecycle process model includes characteristics from the conventional software development lifecycle process model, the combination and sequence of applying these characteristics are unique and, therefore, represent an innovative approach to Web-based applications development. The lifecycle process model is proposed to be a generic process for Web-based applications development, although a number of variants are expected in the future to suit different applications cases such as Mobile-based application development (Mobile Apps) and depending on the nature of projects.
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